Environmental Protection Agency

revising paragraph (d)(1)(iv). Since both paragraphs (a) and (d) of §86.129–00 are reserved and contain no text, these amendments could not be made. For the convenience of the user, the revised text is set forth as follows:

§ 86.129–00 Road load power, test weight, and inertia weight class determination.

* * * * *

(a) * * *

* * * * *

For model year 1994 and later heavy-duty trucks not subject to the Tier 0 standards of §86.094–9, test weight basis shall be adjusted loaded vehicle weight, as defined in §86.094–2 or 86.1803–01 as applicable. For all other vehicles, test weight basis shall be loaded vehicle weight, as defined in §86.082–2 or 86.1803–01 as applicable.

* * * * *

(d) * * *

(1) * * *

Small-volume manufacturers, as defined in §86.094–14(b)(1) or §86.1838–01 as applicable, may use an alternate method for generating fuel temperature profiles, subject to the approval of the Administrator.

* * * * *

§ 86.129–80 Road load power, test weight, and inertia weight class determination.

(a) [Reserved]

(b) Power absorption unit adjustment—light-duty trucks. (1) The power absorption unit shall be adjusted to reproduce road load power at 50 mph true speed. The indicated road load power setting shall take into account the dynamometer friction. The relationship between road load (absorbed) power and indicated road load power for a particular dynamometer shall be determined by the procedure outlined in §86.118 or other suitable means.

(2) The road load power listed in the table above shall be used or the vehicle manufacturer may determine the road load power by an alternate procedure requested by the manufacturer and approved in advance by the Administrator.

(c) Power absorption unit adjustment—light-duty vehicles. (1) The power absorption unit shall be adjusted to reproduce road load power at 50 mph true speed. The dynamometer power absorption shall take into account the dynamometer friction, as discussed in §86.118.

(2) The dynamometer road load setting is determined from the equivalent test weight, the reference frontal area, the body shape, the vehicle protuberances, and the tire type by the following equations.

(i) For light-duty vehicles to be tested on a twin roll dynamometer.

\[Hp = aA + P + tW\]

where:

\(Hp\) = the dynamometer power absorber setting at 50 mph (horsepower).

\(A\) = the vehicle reference frontal area (ft²).

\(P\) = the protuberance power correction factor from table 1 of this paragraph (horsepower).

\(W\) = vehicle equivalent test weight (lbs) from the table in paragraph (a).

\(a\) = 0.43 for fastback-shaped vehicles; = 0.50 for all other light-duty vehicles.

\(t\) = 0.0 for vehicles equipped with radial ply tires; = 3×10⁷ for all other vehicles.

A vehicle is considered to have a fastback shape if the rearward projection of that portion of the rear surface (\(A_b\)) which slopes at an angle of less than 20